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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 

Hey Agorists, 

If you’re the type of person seeking ways to make informal income            
outside the system, or the type who wants to get filthy rich without             
being a slave to government taxes, this issue is for you. Plus,            
techies are going to love this one, too. 

In the Trends article, Nicholas West explains the potential impact          
of the coming 5G wireless network which will bring the Internet of            
Things (IoT) to life. As with all tech there are dangers and            
opportunities. 

This month’s entrepreneurship article is about agorism in real life.          
Derrick Broze gives a first-hand account of some challenges and          
solutions to practicing agorism in situations like getting paid in          
alternative currencies and being approved for an apartment        
without taxable income. 

Next, Brian Berletic shows you how to combine open-source         
designs with 3D printing to make valuable things like laboratory          
equipment. You can follow this procedure to manufacture parts for          
almost every industry. 

Finally, M.C. Laubscher breaks down how to opt out of bank           
financing and how to acquire assets in a tax-free environment.          
This is a legal way to build wealth outside of Wall Street and             
Uncle Sam’s reach. 

Stay free and prosper!  

Jeff Paul, Editor  
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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Tech Companies Are Betting Heavy On 5G To Supercharge         
The Internet Of Things 

 

By Nicholas West 

Over the past 13 issues of Counter Markets, I have been covering            
the various pieces of technology that are trending toward having          
an increasing impact on our lives. This has included autonomous          
vehicles, robots of every type, precision medicine, and an array of           
developments in consumer electronics. Taken separately, each of        
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them offers game-changing features for our health, economy, and         
in some cases our freedom. 

There is one technology, however, which has the power to take all            
of the above and interconnect it in a way that could create a             
shockwave of technological and economic impact that literally will         
radiate outward from its first deployment in larger cities later this           
year: 5G wireless connectivity. And every tech company is racing          
to claim their stake. 

What Is At Stake? “The Race to 5G”  

For the Internet of Things to grow beyond novel individual          
use-cases into something that is embedded into the fabric of all           
daily activities, it needs power. Currently, 4G connection speeds         
and capacity are not sufficient to handle the requirements that          
would bring stable, fast, energy-efficient performance to our most         
integral devices and services on a continuous basis.  

Asha Keddy is Vice President of Intel’s Mobile and         
Communications Group and General Manager of the company’s        
Standards and Advanced Technology; she recently put into        
perspective how we have progressed through the various        
generations of connectivity, and the promises of what the 5th          
Generation will offer. 

“The 2G networks were designed for voice, 3G for voice and           
data, and 4G for broadband internet experiences. With 5G,         
we’ll see computing capabilities getting fused with       
communications everywhere, so trillions of things like       
wearable devices don’t have to worry about computing        
power because (the) network can do any processing        
needed.” 

Keddy said that from wearables to internet connected things         
such as washing machines, smart meters, traffic cameras,        
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and even trees with tiny sensors could be always         
transmitting data that could be analyzed quickly to help you          
make decisions where and when it matters. 

“Even wireless charging will be integrated to help keep         
devices running, so building energy efficiencies into 5G        
networks is essential,” she said. (Source: Quartz) 

This new connectivity will generate estimated speeds up to 100          
times faster than what is currently available, promising to         
supercharge the already burgeoning Internet of Things and turn it          
into the “Internet of Everything.” 

Here are projections for the IoT sector under the current          
architecture, measured in billions of devices, as provided by         
Statista: 

This statistic shows the number of connected devices (Internet of 
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Things; IoT) worldwide from 2015 to 2025. For 2020, the installed 
base of Internet of Things devices is forecast to grow to almost 31 

billion worldwide. The overall Internet of Things market is 
projected to be worth more than one billion U.S. dollars annually 

from 2017 onwards. 

And, yet, even this pales in comparison to what will happen if 5G             
becomes pervasive and enables the creation of full-fledged smart         
cities. According to Grand View Research, the market for smart          
cities by 2025 will reach a staggering $2.57 trillion. 

The market encompasses myriad sectors such as       
healthcare, transport, water, assisted living, security, and       
energy and their implementation varies from city to city due          
to technological penetration in the region. High amount of         
initial financial investments, need for consolidation of       
different departments and sectors, and lack of a systemic         
approach may threaten industry growth. Nevertheless, the       
market is anticipated to grow at a rapid rate in the coming            
years, driven by the industries' renewed interest, availability        
of technology, and all-inclusive participation of industry       
stakeholders. 

While each area will begin its own journey toward implementation,          
such a global pie is creating a race at the very highest level,             
pitting the U.S. directly against China for which country’s         
technology will become embedded first.  

Political and Technical Challenges 

The 5G pie is indeed so vast that entire political structures are            
becoming stressed by the challenges to adapt. In regard to China,           
it is believed by many that its swift-moving authoritarian system          
might win the race to 5G by virtue of embracing the very tenets             
that the United States decries – namely, monopolies and outright          
technocracy. I certainly don’t want to fall into the trap of           
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propaganda that portrays China as an inherently evil mechanistic         
society hell-bent on world domination, but the reality of their brand           
of modern Communism does put them in a favorable position to           
win a race where political debates, oversight committees, and the          
decentralized planning and decision making that occurs at the         
local level in the U.S. are legitimate barriers to quick entry. 

The above conditions are exacerbated by telecom industry        
regulations in the U.S., hostile takeovers foreign and domestic,         
and all manner of internecine corporate warfare that is currently          
taking place. According to columnist and author Gordon Chang         
who covers Chinese technology and finance, the Broadcom        
(Singapore) takeover of Qualcomm, for example, could put the         
U.S. in a position so disadvantageous that Chang surmises it is a            
potential national security threat. 

…if Broadcom succeeds in taking over Qualcomm and        
breaking it up, Qualcomm will not be able to compete          
effectively against Chinese for 5G. That means the Chinese         
Huawei — which is nominally a private company but backed          
by the communist party — will win 5G hands down because           
there will be very little competition, which means that your          
toaster probably will be communicating with Beijing in the         
future if Broadcom takes over Qualcomm. 

Chang goes on to acknowledge that imploring President Trump to          
stop such a takeover is somewhat the lesser of two evils, but            
does offer some perspective on what must be taking place behind           
closed doors: 

I’m a little bit uncomfortable with the U.S. national policy          
supporting one company, but, unfortunately, that’s the       
situation we now have. It’s either Qualcomm or the Chinese.          
It’s that simple. 

(Source: Breitbart) 
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Of course, things are rarely simple when it comes to technology           
and global politics. And it’s not even simple on a local level in the              
United States. For those who might view the comments from          
Chang above as alarmist right-leaning anti-China propaganda, the        
technical challenges for creating any sort of uniformity and         
blanket coverage also favor a centralized approach. The political         
left might tend to decry corporatism, but as they embrace cleaner           
technology and data equality the challenges might be even more          
daunting. 

 

“Baidu, the operator of China’s largest online search engine, has 
completed the country’s first autonomous driving road test based 

on a 5G network environment.” - South China Morning Post 

Writing for Business Green, James Murray highlights the        
perceived benefits while also acknowledging the difficulties in        
getting there in nearly any Western democracy. Emphasis added. 

However, it is not just in the energy sector where O2 is            
predicting major environmental savings as a result of a 5G          
network. The report calculates smart fridges that use mobile         
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connectivity to let people know what food they already have          
will help cut food waste and curb costs for households by an            
estimated £236 a year. Similarly, smart sensors in bins         
promise to enable more efficient refuse collection that O2         
reckons could trim £66 a year off council bills and potentially           
improve recycling rates. 

In addition, there are hopes the successful trial of 5G          
enabled street lights by O2 parent company Telefonica in the          
Spanish cities of Malaga and Santander could maximise the         
energy efficiency savings already on offer from LED        
upgrades, delivering further emissions and cost savings. 

O2 also envisages improved video conferencing and       
sensors playing a key role in optimising health, social care,          
and public transport services, reducing the need for        
in-person GP appointments, notifying rail networks of the        
need for maintenance upgrades ahead of failures, and        
improving traffic flow in real time. 

"5G sensors on railway lines will drive improvements in         
predictive maintenance, reclaiming an estimated £440m in       
lost productivity for the UK economy and regaining the         
average rail commuter 2.6 hours a year," the report predicts.          
"Meanwhile, 5G-enabled road management systems, able to       
respond seamlessly to traffic volumes, will reduce the time         
spent stuck in traffic by 10 per cent for the UK's 5.6 million             
vehicle commuters. Commuters will also be better connected        
to street-level data via mobile journey planning apps linked         
to connected street furniture such as lamp posts and bus          
stops, helping them better plan journeys and avoid        
congested routes" ... 

However, senior O2 executives stressed the benefits on        
offer from 5G were not an inevitability and would require          
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unprecedented levels of cross-industry co-operation     
and co-ordination to be realised … 

His colleague Derek McManus, chief operating officer at the         
company, offered an even starker warning. "While 5G        
promises a range of unprecedented benefits, we should be         
clear that these won't be achieved without collective        
investment and collaboration," he said. "That means       
complete alignment from operators, public service      
providers, local authorities, landlords and technology      
companies to explore new opportunities for better       
connectivity and denser coverage." 

Then there are the structural requirements of 5G, which already          
are encountering local resistance. Unlike 4G that can be delivered          
from large towers spaced up to miles apart, 5G needs to be            
driven by a much more proximal array of small units with direct            
line of sight that can be attached to poles at distances of mere             
feet apart (normally 300-500 feet). 
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A report from Kalba International, Inc. cleverly called this,         
“Scrambling for the Pole Position in 5G.” 

5G may need 100 times more cells than 4G does.          
Micro-densification. Or pico-densification. And while most      
of these new cells will be indoors, like today’s WiFi routers,           
many will be outside. Today’s 4 million mobile cell sites          
around the world could become 400 million—and certainly        
100 million—in the foreseeable future.... 

So where will we place the hundreds of millions of outdoor           
micro, pico and femto cells of the 5G world to come? Battle            
lines are forming. In the United States utility companies are          
trying to wrest control of utility poles from telephone         
operators and cities. Public interest groups are calling for a          
holistic, single infrastructure approach. And mobile operators       
are supporting legislation in 20+ states to keep the cities out.           
In Europe, where fewer poles exist, lighting and CCTV         
systems are being targeted, yet strict EU lighting pole rules          
may stand in the way. 

Behind the scenes guerrilla warfare is breaking out. Utility         
poles, where they exist and whatever purpose they now         
serve, are being seen as strategic assets for the placement          
of the Remote Radio Heads (RRH) of tomorrow. 

However, early testing has seen pushback from homeowners who         
are worried about property values that have been proven to          
decline where cell towers are present. In fact, property rights in           
general are being tested as this array creeps closer to public and            
private space. Based around the arguments outlined above, the         
incursion can pit federal vs. state and state vs. cities in the U.S.             
How will public rights-of-way be utilized, for example, and at what           
cost? 
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US state legislators have passed laws stripping local        
authorities of their ability to decide where the antennas are          
placed and how much cities can charge companies for the          
use of public property, legal maneuvers known as        
"preemption." 

"This is absolutely a property rights issue: The public owns          
that right of way," Debra Socia, executive director of Next          
Century Cities, an advocacy group, told the Thomson        
Reuters Foundation. "This is really a gift to big companies." 

If cities are forced to accept far lower fees than what many            
say is fair, Ms. Socia said, they will "end up subsidizing big            
companies." 

Sixteen states enacted 5G-related legislation last year       
limiting local authorities, according to a tally from Next         
Century Cities, although two of those measures have been         
held up by lawsuits and one was vetoed.  

Similar bills are pending in 14 more states. 

(Source: Christian Science Monitor) 

At the federal level, there are actually more than 50 bills being            
discussed – a full list can be found here. 

Meanwhile, on March 22nd the FCC convened to vote on an           
order that critics argued would severely undermine local        
participation and environmental review. The FCC did in fact move          
forward with their proposals to streamline the small tower         
approval process which also includes historic preservation       
exemptions (transcript here). The order was officially called        
“Accelerating Wireless Broadband Deployment by Removing      
Barriers to Infrastructure Investment” and is now embedded in the          
“The Consolidated Appropriations Act.” Congress is under fire for         
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admitting that there wasn’t sufficient time to read the 2,232-page          
legislation of which the FCC language is a part, but you can now             
read it in full here. 

As if this morass of complex technical and political maneuverings          
is not enough … like the infomercial always says: but wait, there’s            
more. 

Privacy and Security 

Literally not a day goes by when we don’t hear about some sort of              
data breach, privacy violation, political hacking, doxxing, you        
name it. Despite continuous advances in digital security, we don’t          
seem to be any closer to the promise of keeping our most intimate             
and critical data safe from thieves and spies. 

A further explosion in data monitoring and sharing is guaranteed          
with 5G as it offers more capacity to transmit more data from            
more sources. Not everyone believes that this will be a seamless           
transition, and quite possibly could further exacerbate a growing         
problem. A must-read from Tech Dirt puts into perspective not          
only the general vulnerability of our data that is “out there” but            
how the guardians of the data themselves are more than suspect.           
In fact, as writer Karl Bode explains, the recent flare-up about           
Facebook violations pales in comparison to what the U.S. telecom          
industry has essentially built into its architecture over previous         
decades: 

Many of the folks that are busy deleting their Facebook          
accounts are simultaneously still perfectly happy to use their         
stock smartphone on a major carrier network, seemingly        
oblivious to the ugly reality that the telecom sector has been           
engaged, routinely, in far worse privacy violations for the         
better part of the last two decades… 
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You'll recall that a decade ago, ISPs were caught routinely          
hoovering up clickstream data (data on each and every         
website you visit), then selling it to whoever was willing to           
pony up the cash. When ISPs were asked to share more           
detail on this data collection by the few outlets that thought           
this might not be a good idea, ISP executives would routinely           
play dumb and mute (they still do). And collectively, the lion's           
share of the press and public generally seemed OK with          
that. 

From there, we learned that AT&T and Verizon were         
effectively bone grafted to the nation's intelligence       
apparatus, and both companies were caught routinely       
helping Uncle Sam not only spy on Americans without         
warrants, but providing advice on how best to tap dance          
around wiretap and privacy laws. When they were caught         
spying on Americans in violation of the law, these         
companies' lobbyists simply convinced the government to       
change the law to make this behavior retroactively legal.         
Again, I can remember a lot of tech news outlets justifying           
this apathy for national security reasons. 

(Source: Tech Dirt, “If You're Pissed About Facebook's        
Privacy Abuses, You Should Be Four Times As Angry At          
The Broadband Industry”) 

Bode goes on to list a further litany of privacy abuses, security            
invasions and revolving-door politics that demolish the industry as         
well as their enablers, the FCC. Of course, this is the very same             
government “oversight” group that is fast-tracking 5G. As Bode         
also correctly states, “And whereas you can choose not to use           
Facebook, a lack of competition means you're stuck with your          
snoop-happy ISP.” 
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That is merely the internal threat presented by the architecture          
and the administrators. It’s also worth noting that a 2017 study           
conducted by Cisco revealed that the Internet of Things is likely           
nowhere near ready for the massive security challenges that such          
complex connectivity presents. In fact, the study found that IoT          
projects are failing at overwhelming percentages.  

The research also pointed out that more than 60 percent of           
the total IoT projects have fewer features, unreliable security         
protocols, and do not perform every function as stated by the           
manufacturer. Only 26% of the IoT products stand up to the           
expectations of their customers. Besides, the understanding       
disruption between the consumers and manufacturers is       
another reason for the failure of IoT projects. While 35% of           
the total IoT product manufacturers state that their products         
are success, consumers’ state that only 15% of the IoT          
products are reliable. 

(Source: Xtendiot: “Nearly 75% Internet of Things Projects        
are Failing”) 

The “race to 5G” might indeed supercharge the Internet of Things,           
but it will likely also supercharge these concerns as companies          
are incentivized to roll out their programs as quickly as possible           
without adequate safeguards. You can read 20+ more articles         
here from predominantly mainstream sources that have       
acknowledged the vulnerabilities to the IoT that already have         
taken place. Fortunately, the blockchain is being pursued as a          
possible corrective measure, but time is not on its side for           
wide-scale implementation. It would, however, behoove us to        
learn more about how we can use the blockchain to secure our            
own projects and infrastructure wherever possible. 

Other solutions for political and technical hurdles are being         
offered by many civil liberties groups that are recommending local          
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governments take the lead and become the service providers         
themselves in the form of Municipal Fiber-to-the-Home Networks.        
(Harvard report on FTTH here). The idea is that at least local            
governments are presumably more accountable to their own        
communities’ privacy and prosperity than the distant federal        
government or the private companies often in bed with that          
government. However, there is still much debate about how true          
5G would have to function in urban vs. rural areas and ultimately            
what would be most cost effective and functional given the range           
of applications that the highest level of connectivity could offer.          
Perhaps the blockchain could also facilitate systems built around         
local self-reliance. 

Health and Environment 

Last, but certainly not least for many people, is the emerging           
concern about the threat to health and the environment. The idea           
that pervasive low-level radiation from our sea of digital devices          
and their power sources might have both immediate and         
cumulative adverse health effects has largely been considered a         
conspiracy theory. However, there are a few disturbing facts that          
still need to be grappled with as we are poised to exponentially            
expand the radiation output. And unlike our personal devices that          
we can turn off, 5G will transmit ubiquitously and ceaselessly.  

● In 2011, cell phone and wireless WiFi radiation was         
classified as a Group 2B Possible Carcinogen (so was         
chloroform, lead, and engine exhaust, by the way). 

● In 2012, scientists announced that exposure to cell phones         
and other sources of wireless WiFi radiation can disrupt the          
blood-brain barrier which may cause it to leak.   

● In July 2017, some scientists announced that wireless        
radiation should be reclassified as a Group A Carcinogen. 
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● March 29, 2018, The Nation spotlighted what they call “The          
disinformation campaign — and massive radiation increase       
— behind the 5G rollout” 

● A new study released this month, “World's Largest Animal         
Study on Cell Tower Radiation Confirms Cancer Link”        

contained alarming concerns for pets, wildlife, and people.        
Emphasis added: 

"The evidence indicating wireless is carcinogenic      
has increased and can no longer be ignored," stated         
University of Toronto Dalla Lana School of Public        
Health Professor Emeritus Anthony B. Miller MD,       
Member of the Royal Colleges of Physicians of Canada         
and the UK, and Senior Medical Advisor to EHT who is           
also a long-term advisor to the World Health        
Organization. 

"This study raises concerns that simply living close        
to a cell tower will pose threats to human health.          
Governments need to take measures to reduce       
exposures from cell tower emissions. Cell towers       
should not be near schools, hospitals or people's        
homes. Public health agencies need to educate the        
public on how to reduce exposure from all sources of          
wireless radiofrequency radiation—be it from cell      
towers or cell phones or Wi-Fi in schools," stated David          
O. Carpenter MD, former Dean of the School of Public          
Health at the University at Albany. "This is particularly         
urgent because of current plans to place small 5G         
cell towers about every 300 meters in every street         
across the country. These 5G 'small cell' antennas        
will result in continuous exposure to everyone       
living nearby and everyone walking down the       
street. The increased exposures will increase risk       
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of cancer and other diseases such as       
electro-hypersensitivity." 

At the very least, I’m comfortable saying that there are some           
unknowns about the long-term impacts based upon the above         
information, as well as the many other sources available if one           
searches the topic.  

Closing Thoughts 

We find ourselves in a precarious position. We live in an           
increasingly tech-driven world that holds enormous potential for        
human and economic freedom. At Counter Markets we are         
engaged in many of our own projects that see technology as a            
solution, not a threat. However, it would be naïve and          
irresponsible to assume that such a pervasive and transformative         
technology such as 5G will not be without its challenges in all of             
the areas we have addressed, and probably some that are as yet            
unexpected. As always, it is our personal responsibility to engage          
both technologically (and politically if need be) so we can ensure           
that our interests are properly represented and liberty can         
become the default position. Clearly there is no time to waste, the            
race has begun… 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Build The Drawbacks (And Solutions) To Living The Agorist         
Lifestyle  

 

By Derrick Broze 

The reasons one chooses to opt-out out of “traditional” institutions          
and societal expectations vary from person to person, but         
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generally people are looking to stop supporting systems they do          
not agree with. Whether we are talking financially (to avoid          
taxation) or philosophically (on moral grounds), many of us who          
live outside of the mainstream system do so because we disagree           
with the people running these systems and, in some cases, the           
system altogether.  

We do not want to fund these governments by complying with           
taxation. We don’t want to support the monopolized banking         
system and the banks that rob the people. We do not want to             
violate our moral compass or principles by participating in these          
charades. So we take steps to begin removing ourselves from          
these systems as quickly (and safely) as possible.  

We each have a different goal and different perspectives on how           
far to push the effort to opt-out and vacate systems that promote            
authoritarianism and financial theft. However, what unites us is         
our belief that people should be free to organize their own affairs            
without the interference of centralized authority in the form of          
government or monarchs. Quite simply, we know that each of has           
self-ownership and should be able to live a live free from           
interference, extortion, threats of violence, and forced       
compassion. 

When I came to these conclusions I had an internal shift that was             
profound and simple: I will no longer participate in systems I do            
not support. First, I stopped using banks because I saw the           
results of the 2008 financial crisis and I learned about the many            
economic crises created by banksters throughout history. Second,        
I refused to use a credit card and never attempted to establish a             
credit line through these banks. I also stopped driving because I           
didn’t want to get a State ID and instead only use a passport. By              
the end of 2010 I came to understand the nature of war and             
violence being perpetuated by the American empire and decided I          
would no longer pay an income tax. I stopped filing and have            
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made efforts to keep my income below the Poverty Line. I also            
stopped working jobs that paid me in the form of a check.  

Since that time, I have started a couple businesses of my own            
(without filing paperwork for city licenses) and only have accepted          
cash, silver, or cryptocurrency. All of my income has been in           
metals, cash, digital payments, or bartering. Obviously, I am still          
paying sales tax when I am not shopping at a farmers market or             
buying directly from a gray market entrepreneur, but the goal is to            
take steps toward completely opting-out. It doesn’t happen        
overnight and it doesn’t come without struggles. Let’s take a          
moment to look at some of these struggles and the potential           
solutions.  
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First off, what are the potential downsides to not using a bank?            
Before we answer that question we should note that there are           
alternatives to the big banks, including local credit unions and          
co-ops. These institutions are typically more connected to the         
local community and not involved in economic theft. However, do          
your research and use them at your own risk. One criticism           
people usually state is a lack of security when not storing funds in             
a traditional banking institution. The fact is you can put your trust            
in a banking institution and the U.S. government or you can           
choose to take personal responsibility and store your money         
under the mattress, in a safe, in a private bank, or anywhere else             
you please as long as you are taking proper security measures.  

Beyond the security risks, there also are financial downsides to          
not using banks. I recently received payment in the form of a            
check for a media gig. Not only was I forced to visit a bank to               
cash the check (Bank of America, no less), but I was taxed $8 by              
the bank to cash my check without opening a bank account. Now,            
this problem is easily remedied by ongoing education about the          
value of not using banks (or government-backed money) and the          
power of alternative currencies. Unfortunately, we are still at a          
point where not enough people know and understand these         
values, so there are limited options in the market. The company           
sending the check is an old media company whose employees          
are ignorant to Agorist philosophy, counter-economics, and digital        
payment options. There’s a low likelihood of me convincing them          
to pay me in silver or crypto. This is important to remember            
because until we have built a completely parallel system that          
offers an alternative to the current paradigm - in every area of our             
lives - we will occasionally have to conduct business with people           
who are still filing taxes and keeping a record of every financial            
transaction.  
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Another recent issue I have encountered involves renting or         
purchasing property. In my case I was attempting to rent an           
apartment in a big city, but these obstacles do apply elsewhere. I            
am in the process of moving out of a community house into my             
own apartment. I have rented from different people for years, but           
it has become increasingly difficult as I have less and less records            
to show to potential landlords or realtors. In the most recent case I             
found several potential places, contacted the property owner, and         
attempted to negotiate my way into a new home. I have no            
problem paying rent on time, but my lack of check stubs causes            
issues with individuals looking for traditional forms of payment.  

Again, when I attempt to explain that I receive some money from            
supporters via Patreon, some money via this crazy thing called          
cryptocurrency, and some money in cash, they usually look at me           
with a confused face. I explain that I can show them payments            
received at PayPal but that does not seem to satisfy them either.            
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From there they tend to ask if they can see a bank statement.             
When I say no they are baffled and then ask for a tax record.              
When I tell them I don’t have that either they tend to look at me               
like I have disrespected their mother. By the end of these           
conversations I am being told they cannot rent to me because I            
have no way to verify my income. 

So what is the solution to these problems? The most obvious           
solution is education. Those of us who value the idea that all            
moral people should opt-out of immoral systems and create new          
ones ought to spend our time and energy educating others about           
the value of such actions. The more people who understand this           
concept, the more entrepreneurs there are opting-out and        
creating value in the counter-economy. Now, as far as the          
banking situation, cryptocurrencies are showing the world what        
digital decentralized banking looks like. The more energy we put          
into supporting (or creating) alternative currencies - digital or         
otherwise - the less power the centralized banking monopolies         
have.  

As far as solutions for renting an apartment when you live mostly            
outside of the system, I believe blockchain technology offers         
hope. Blockchain is the peer-to-peer, digital ledger technology        
behind Bitcoin and other cryptos. To understand how the         
blockchain can help we have to think about why realtors and           
property owners want to see documentation from a bank or a           
government. Trust. Security. Due to the massive amount of         
propaganda promoted in public schooling, most people grow up         
believing these institutions to be an essential part of life, if not a             
benevolent force in our lives. We are taught to trust and           
cooperate with these institutions. The average person does not         
trust or believe someone is authentic or valuable or rent-worthy if           
they do not possess such documents. So imagine if every week           
when I am paid for my articles I take a screenshot of the digital              
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payment (or a picture of someone paying me cash for a job well             
done) and post it on a blockchain. The blockchain is decentralized           
so posts cannot be altered or deleted. If I continue to post my             
weekly income statements on a blockchain I would have a          
decentralized, transparent record of my history or any other         
documents I choose to place on the blockchain. This could          
already happen by making posts on a website like Steemit. If the            
realtor or property owner understands the blockchain, or is willing          
to learn, they can feel secure because there is a record of my             
pay. We could even sign a contract together on the blockchain.           
This would allow for transparency and security on both sides.  

I believe solutions like this are the future and we are starting to             
see this unfold. For the moment there are difficulties as we           
Agorist pioneers lay the groundwork for the counter-economy and         
the next stage of human evolution. Do your part to create the            
future by educating yourself and others on Agorism and         
counter-economics.  
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SELF-SUFFICIENCY 
The Why And How Of Building DIYbio Hardware 

 

By Brian Berletic 

Introduction 

3D design, 3D printing, and opensource electronics is making         
local manufacturing accessible not just to small businesses and         
entrepreneurs, but virtually anyone with the time and inclination to          
get started.  
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In previous issues of Counter Markets, I’ve described the basics          
of these techniques and technologies, including how I’ve        
personally used 3D printing to manufacture both prototypes and         
final products for a national children’s hospital. 

The items that I’ve produced not only are more effective because           
they are custom tailored to the hospital’s requirements, but are          
also many times cheaper than the one-off or small-batch options          
offered by traditional factories and design houses. These savings         
mean that a hospital’s budget can go further every quarter,          
reduce costs for patients, or a combination of the two. 

Most of the items I’ve helped develop are customized, but simple           
objects like caps for needle disposal or microscope mounts for          
smartphones.  

But as a freelance industrial designer, I have used 3D printing and            
cheap, opensource electronics like Arduino microcontrollers to       
build a variety of more complex prototypes for clients ranging from           
established companies to startups. And while these generally        
involved Non-Disclosure Agreements, prohibiting me from sharing       
my experience with others while developing them, I’ve also been          
working on opensource lab equipment that I have openly shared          
with the public. 

This equipment serves as both a means of acquiring cheap but           
effective gear when doing non-critical biological or medical        
experiments, as well as serving as a starting point for those           
wishing to develop their own customized hardware for their         
schools, institutions, or local labs. Building any of these pieces of           
equipment on your own will also serve as an educational          
experience in terms of electronics and design, as well as what’s           
really behind the medical equipment we depend on as a modern           
society. 
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Even if you have no interest at all in doing biology or medicine,             
you are likely one day to be subject to the healthcare industry.            
The experience I have had at the edge of this hardware subset of             
DIYbio (do-it-yourself biology) has shown me profound       
implications not just for designers and tinkerers, but also anyone          
who may in the future benefit from a more open, efficient, and            
affordable healthcare industry. 

What Is DIYbio Hardware? 

DIYbio itself is a subculture of makers and hackers who are           
attempting to leverage emerging technology and the opensource        
ethos by applying them both to biotechnology and healthcare. For          
now, there are very few practical applications; but the movement          
has begun to raise awareness regarding the profiteering the         
healthcare industry is built upon versus the actual technology and          
costs that go into modern healthcare solutions.  

For example, medical maker Michael Laufer developed what he         
called an “EpiPencil” in response to pharmaceutical company        
Mylan raising the price of the EpiPen by nearly 600% (from $100            
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USD to $600 USD). The EpiPen is an essential medical device           
that delivers emergency allergy medication by an auto-injecting        
needle. 

While Laufer never intended his “EpiPencil” to actually be used by           
patients, he did in fact test it on himself, successfully. The           
experiment was done to prove to the public in a high-profile           
demonstration that the technology behind the EpiPen was        
inexpensive and that Mylan was engaged in profiteering.        
However, should Laufer desire, and should he come across the          
capital to do so, there is no reason why he and a team of              
biomedical engineers couldn’t create a cheap alternative to the         
EpiPen. 

The service this DIYbio experiment provided was of an         
educational dimension, informing consumers of actual costs and        
thus putting market pressure on Mylan. Of course, the         
pharmaceutical industry has spent years and billions of dollars         
insulating itself from such pressure, and Mylan, while caving to          
pressure and offering a “half-priced’ ($300 USD) generic version         
of the EpiPen, is still charging three times the previous price of            
the original EpiPen. 

While Laufer’s demonstration seems like a scratch on the side of           
a titanically corrupt industry, it is still a promising start. As           
personal manufacturing technology evolves and as more people        
assume responsibility over what they once depended on        
corporations for, it will not be long before local medical          
professionals begin filling niches and profiting from growing        
outrage over high prices and the ability to offer cheaper          
alternatives. 

High costs for medical and lab technology is increasingly owed          
not to complexity and manufacturing costs, but on consumer         
ignorance and an artificial lack of competition. 
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This is where DIYbio and DIYbio hardware comes in. While          
hardware today is still experimental and used for non-critical         
tasks, it is expanding the number of people involved in its           
production and the number of people knowledgeable of how it          
works and how much it costs to develop. 

Growing technical capabilities and collectively more informed       
markets can then reach out like two arms and seize ownership           
over healthcare from current monopolies. 

DIYbio Hardware 

I have produced a modest number of devices; and while upon first            
glance they may seem complicated, a look beneath the surface          
reveals just how simple most of this technology is. 

Magnetic Stirrer: Magnetic stirrers work by rotating a magnetic         
field beneath a platform. A small stir bar with 2 magnets inside            
either end is dropped into the container to be stirred. The rotating            
magnetic field is transmitted through the platform to the stir bar           
and stirs the fluid inside the container. Magnetic stirrers are used           
in labs to stir the contents of containers automatically over a           
period of time that would be impractical for hand stirring. It also            
allows a container to be stirred with the lid closed. 
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The basic DIYbio version consists of an ordinary computer fan          
with magnets glued to it and hooked up to a potentiometer           
(essentially a volume knob). The fan is contained inside a          
3D-printed platform. A 3D-printed stir bar is made with two tiny           
neodymium magnets inside. The result is a vigorous stirring         
action. The magnetic stirrer can be left on all day. 

My 3D-printed opensource magnetic stirrer, designed and built in         
Thailand, has been posted on the free 3D printing online library           
Thingiverse. From there, users have downloaded it and        
constructed the stirrer themselves. This includes DIYbio       
enthusiasts as far as Georgia and Virginia USA and even Japan.  

The simplicity of this version gives designers a basic         
understanding of how a laboratory magnetic stirrer works. With         
little effort and little extra cost, a cheap, opensource Arduino          
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microcontroller, a small LCD screen, and a rotary encoder could          
be added to provide a timing function. 

Microcentrifuge: Microcentrifuges are small, low-powered,     
relatively low-speed devices used for basic agitating and        
separation procedures in laboratories. The two different models        
I’ve produced have been used when extracting DNA samples.         
They spin just fast enough to concentrate separated DNA as a           
pellet at the bottom of a small plastic tube. The full procedure can             
be found here. 

The first model used an Arduino board, a drone motor, and an            
electronic speed controller. While the drone motor is undoubtedly         
powerful and compact, the electronics were overly complicated for         
casual makers and DIYbio enthusiasts who just wanted a working          
centrifuge. 
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The second version used an ordinary DC motor with options to           
add a microswitch to automatically turn on and off the power           
when the lid is closed or opened. 

Both models have been recreated by users around the world from           
Japan to the UK and even in the United States by Make            
Magazine. Others have also taken the original design and         
improved upon it. Some users simply used their own electronic          
arrangement and placed it in the case design I uploaded to           
Thingiverse. 

Orbital Shaker: An orbital shaker creates a rotating motion that          
sloshes a fluid inside a container around. It does something          
somewhere between shaking and stirring. It is useful not only for           
medical and biological experiments, but also when etching circuit         
boards.  

In the “old days,” I would tilt a plastic container with etching            
solution over a board, back and forth by hand. With an orbital            
shaker you can simply turn it on and let the machine do the work. 

The 3D-printed opensource shaker that I developed uses a         
stepper motor and stepper motor controller common in hobby         
electronics and robotics shops. An Arduino is also used to control           
the motor’s speed in relation to a potentiometer. Cheap, easily          
sourced 608zz bearings provide smooth motion control for the         
platform. 
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This design was also made by other users after uploading it on            
Thingiverse. The best part of sharing the design was seeing the           
modifications other users made on the design. One user in Florida           
began making custom platforms for holding different containers of         
different sizes. 

This first orbital shaker design is relatively small and served as a            
test platform and prototype for a much larger and more practical           
version now in development. 

Other DIYbio enthusiasts have created similar or better versions         
of all of this equipment. Others have created simpler but still           
effective versions they used in laboratories while waiting for         
commercial equipment to be repaired or replaced like this orbital          
shaker here. 
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Still others have created even more complex pieces of equipment          
like this PCR (polymerase chain reaction) thermocycler. It        
basically heats up and cools down samples of DNA with primers           
used to target specific sections. This is what allows a lab to            
amplify a tiny DNA sample into one that can be used for            
visualizing and discerning information. 

These machines originally cost thousands of dollars and were         
only accessible to a small segment of professionals. Today,         
anyone with the time and inclination can build and use one, order            
and  build kits, or have pre-made kits shipped to them. 

And the list goes on ... as personal manufacturing technology          
improves, the list will go on further still. 

Why DIYbio Hardware? 

The DIYbio hardware I’ve developed and shared has given         
people insight into the basic workings of otherwise expensive,         
enigmatic equipment produced by an industry obsessed with        
hoarding “intellectual property.” This hoarding along with other        
questionable practices throughout the healthcare and biotech       
industry have skewed and even arrested free market forces,         
artificially spiking prices and slowing down progress. 

But as the advancement of technology exponentially accelerates,        
the legal and political means used to maintain this industry as a            
tightly controlled monopoly are being left behind. Developing        
nations, small companies, startups, and even individuals all now         
have access to the knowledge, technology, and techniques        
necessary to crack open healthcare and biotechnology,       
reintroducing both competition and balance, dropping prices, and        
speeding up progress. 

The centrifuge, stirrer, and shaker are so simple it often takes           
people by surprise when I open them up and show them — an             
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experience they are unlikely to get at a traditional biomedical          
technology trade show. 

And while my equipment is offered for free online as opensource           
hardware, others could soon dedicate themselves to developing        
cheap, customizable lab equipment for local laboratories and        
institutions. 

Today, technology like personal 3D printing is already past the          
experimental period and is right now reshaping how we look at           
manufacturing as a whole; but personal DIYbio and localized         
production of biomedical equipment is still comparable to the early          
days of personal computers, where hobbyists toyed with ideas in          
workshops and garages.  

There are still ideas that come across the DIYbio community          
drawingboard that personal manufacturing is not ready for. There         
are other ideas that are being developed but are still not viable for             
actual, practical use. 

However, there are tremendous opportunities lying in wait for         
disruptive startups focused on leveraging personal manufacturing,       
tapping frustration with overpricing in the healthcare and biotech         
industries, and taking advantage of the growing pool of human          
resources capable of researching and developing cheaper and        
more effective alternatives. 

There is a sort of chicken-and-egg dilemma many are faced with           
when analyzing the potential of personal manufacturing and        
DIYbio converging and offering more decentralized, effective, and        
economical healthcare through free market solutions, widespread       
competition as well as opensource collaboration. Many feel that         
localized personal manufacturing isn’t ready, while others insist        
that waiting for it to be ready ensures that the technology and            
techniques necessary to shift the paradigm will never be         
developed. 
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In reality, while there is still little profit to be made right now, there              
is a growing number of passionate people involved in pushing the           
field forward. Eventually, critical mass will be reached; and just          
like with personal 3D printing, there will be an explosion of small            
startups and increasingly established players expanding more       
accessible, opensource healthcare and  biotech hardware. 

For the average person, this information can help give a clearer           
picture regarding the trajectory of the healthcare and biotech         
industries and what trends stand to disrupt them both in the           
coming years. It also offers an opportunity and starting point for           
those with the interest and skill sets to do something tangible           
about the otherwise frustrating, corrupt, even crippled healthcare        
and biotech industries. 

The more people who become involved in driving these fields          
forward, the more distributed not only the wealth derived from          
them will be, but also the distribution of influence determining their           
course into the future. 

For those interested in getting started, finding and connecting with          
local makers and hackers at your closest makerspace is a good           
start. Some areas even have DIYbio groups or community labs          
established. But if that is not an option, the Internet itself is full of              
resources to teach yourself and with people to connect with to get            
started. 
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WEALTH 

Using Your Own Banking System To Acquire Assets Tax         
Free 

 

By M.C. Laubscher 

The basic banking business model is one of the most powerful           
business models. 

A very simplified version of the banking business model, without          
complicating it with fractional reserve banking, quantitative       
easing, banking bailouts and all the other acronyms that are used           
by mainstream financial media to describe free and cheap money,          
would look like the following: 
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A simplified version of the traditional banking business model, has          
two components: deposits and lending. 

Depositors make deposits into the banking system and receive         
privileges for doing so. Depositors could earn interest on the          
deposits and they also have access to value-added services like          
checkbook services, receiving direct deposits from employers,       
and clients and customers; and, more recently, online banking         
and online bill pay. 

On the lending side, the bank lends out deposits to borrowers in            
the form of business loans and lines of credit, auto loans, home            
loans, home equity lines of credit and student loans. 
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To illustrate the power of this banking system, let’s say I make a             
$10,000 deposit into this bank and received 1% of interest on my            
deposit. The bank then takes that $10,000 and lends it to a            
borrower and collects 10% of interest on the loan. 

Most people would agree and say that the bank made a healthy            
profit and spread of 9% on the transaction. 

Let’s look at the numbers closely. I made the deposit of $10,000            
and received $100 dollars in interest. The bank lends out the           
$10,000 to a borrower and received $1,000 in interest for a $900            
profit. 

The bank, however, only invested $100 in this transaction. The          
$100 dollars is the only money that actually came from the bank!            
It’s my $10,000 and it was lent to a borrower. 

The bank turned $100 into $900. This brings the return of this            
transaction to the bank to 900%. 

Who benefits from this transaction? The owners of the bank and           
the system. 

This example did not include any fractional reserve banking         
trickery and assumed (like in the good old days) that the bank            
actually had to receive a deposit to make a loan. 

So how do we use similar principles to reclaim the banking           
function in our own lives and create a system that we own and             
control? 

In a previous article I shared how we use a dividend-paying whole            
life insurance policy with a mutual insurance company structured         
a very specific way to maximize cash value according to the           
Infinite Banking principles. 

It is known within the industry and family offices as high cash            
value life insurance. 
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The insurance policy provides the platform and the “banking” is          
the process within this system that you create and control and           
benefit from. 

As you can see in our own system, we make deposits monthly,            
quarterly and or annually that builds up and grows through          
contractual guarantees, tax free. Your policy also earns dividends;         
and although it is not guaranteed, the top mutual insurance          
carriers have been paying them consecutively for over 100 years          
through depressions, recessions and market crashes. 

Mutual insurance companies are paying a dividend of        
approximately 6-7% currently. It’s important to note that this is not           
the same as earning 6-7% like in the case of a money market             
and/or checking account. It is an insurance vehicle and there are           
insurance costs. Internal rates of return depending on the specific          
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case and life of a policy can be around 4-5%. (Remember these            
returns are tax free.) 

On the lending side of our system, we then have the ability to             
access funds through a policy loan from the insurance company’s          
general account, not our own policy, at currently 5%. 

It is important to note that your policy cash values are not            
accessed and the balances are not drawn down as in the case of             
loans from your qualified retirement plans. The funds come from          
the insurance company, and the policy loan is secured by your           
cash value in your policy and your death benefit. 

As everyone should run their lives as a business, especially their           
investments and finances, it is important to be cognizant that          
businesses know that there is a cost to the capital they have on             
their books. Knowing your cost of capital allows you to make           
better business and investment decisions since you have to get a           
greater return than your cost of capital. 

It is important to note that you can access up to 90% of your cash               
value available at any time through the policy loan. You are in            
control of the payback schedule of the loan since it is an            
interest-only loan. 

After you have taken the policy loan for a specific investment like            
real estate, private lending, your business, cannabis or        
crypto-related businesses, the cashflow for the investment is        
directed back into the policy repaying the policy loan. 

As the policy loan is paid back, the money becomes available           
again to be accessed through another policy loan. There are no           
limits on policy loans and policy loans do not have to be paid back              
in full in order for you to access another loan. Policy loans also do              
not count as income, so they are tax free as well. 
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Since you are going to save and warehouse money again, the           
policy simply becomes a warehouse for your wealth outside of the           
banking system and the Wall Street casino. 

This is where I warehouse my wealth and my family’s wealth,           
outside of the banking system in a mutual insurance company          
that provides the privacy (these accounts and policy loans are          
private and have no public record) and asset protection (46 out of            
50 states allow full asset protection of the policies) I desire. 

So, what would an infinite system of wealth creation look like? 

In this illustration we have created a system of investing in real            
estate. As you can see, we funded the policy and bought an            
investment property with a policy loan. (you can combine a policy           
loan with mortgages as well.) 

We paid cash for the property at a purchasing price of $100,000            
through accessing a policy loan at 5% interest and received          
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$1,000 per month in rent, $12,000 annually, generating a 12%          
cash on cash return. 

We made $7,000 per year in profit on the property and directed            
the $12,000 of cash flow back into the policy, since we are saving             
and warehousing our wealth in this mutual insurance company. 

As we continue to fund the premiums and pay back the policy            
loan, soon we will have enough money available again in our           
cash value to purchase another property and do it all over again! 

This can be done over and over, infinitely and with any asset            
class. 

In this example of real estate, you took control over two assets            
simultaneously that both provide cash flow, tax advantages,        
equity build-up, appreciation, controlled leverage and an inflation        
hedge in a system that perpetually grows and expands your          
wealth. 

That is how you use the concept of Infinite Banking in           
combination with investment strategies inside a system. 

Remember, you are a business, treat your financial life and          
wealth like a business, and let powerful systems run your          
business. 

Live a Life of Passion and Purpose on YOUR Terms 

M.C. Laubscher is the President and Chief Executive Officer of          
Producers Wealth (formerly known as Valhalla Wealth Financial)        
and creator & host of the popular business, investing and financial           
podcast, the Cashflow Ninja podcast. 

You can access all of his educational resources at         
www.producerswealth.com  
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

The price of Bitcoin continued to slide in March, coming down           
from a high of about $11,500 early in the month, to about $6,500             
where we are today. Volatile price swings have continued, with          
moves in the 10-20% range in just a matter of 1-2 days. There             
does seem to be some stability on the downside in the $6k range,             
as prices have bounced sharply higher each time that range has           
been hit.  

While the lower prices in recent weeks have resulted in some           
negative sentiment for cryptocurrencies, the venture capital firms        
have been pouring money into the space. At the recent South by            
Southwest meeting in March, participants reported dozens of        
dedicated cryptocurrency funds in attendance. These are       
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large-scale institutions looking to offer their fund to endowments,         
pension plans, and other institutional investors, with trillions in         
capital to deploy. The main bottleneck these funds are         
experiencing is a lack of technical infrastructure to accommodate         
their cash. With Goldman Sachs-backed Circle purchasing       
Poloniex last month, most are very optimistic the doors will be           
wide open soon.  

One reason being cited for the recent drop is Twitter and Google            
banning cryptocurrency advertisers on their networks. Traders are        
reacting to news as if these developments are the end of Bitcoin            
and the entire cryptocurrency industry, when in reality they should          
have a negligible effect. Twitter and Google decided to ban          
advertisements for ICOs (initial coin offerings), as they are         
unregistered securities, and about 90% of ICOs have proven to          
be outright fraudulent. So as each piece of news comes in here,            
speculators are responding and driving the price of BTC wildly in           
either direction.  

With price volatility picking up here, it’s important not to lose sight            
of the big picture. No one can predict short-term moves with           
Bitcoin, as it can double or triple in a month, and then lose more              
than 50% of its value the following month. These volatile swings           
are all overreactions to news, or just a continuation of existing           
sentiment based on the current trend. If you can ride out the            
volatility and keep your eye on the big picture with regards to            
Bitcoin and the cryptocurrency market, you’ll end up doing quite          
well here.  
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One large development that hasn’t moved the BTC market nearly          
as much as it should have is the CBOE recommended that the            
SEC allow Bitcoin exchange-traded funds (ETFs) to go ahead. If          
the SEC proceeds with their recommendation, and we see a          
Bitcoin ETF come online in 2018, that would result in a           
tremendous amount of new capital coming into Bitcoin. It would          
open the doors to every person with a brokerage account, and           
likely send the price skyrocketing. 

In addition to the institutional doors opening in the USA, we’re           
also seeing developments between large-scale banks and       
exchanges in Korea with OKcoin, and Yahoo Japan, which plans          
to open up its own crypto exchange. So as Bitcoin and           
cryptocurrencies are reaching global mass appeal, the       
marketplaces in various countries are readying themselves to        
accommodate large-scale investment from banks and institutions. 

As far as short-term price predictions go, it’s anyone's guess.          
We’ve bounced off $6k sharply in the past, and are now close to             
testing that level again. If the rules of technical analysis apply           
here, we could see the W bottom form as we mentioned in last             
month’s update. If you’re new to the cryptocurrency space, use          
this pullback wisely and establish your position in Bitcoin.  

We suggest using Coinbase to take your first position.  

Be careful with your position sizing; don’t invest more than you’re           
comfortable losing. Also expect major volatility, with possible price         
swings of 50% or more in a matter of days.  
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Silver Update 

 

March continued just as Feb did in the silver market, with barely            
any activity to speak of. We got a few 1-day pops to the upside              
that coincided with sharp drops in the US equities markets. But           
overall the price remained in a very tight trading range last month,            
bouncing back and forth from $16.25 to $16.75. 

Volatility is still alive and well in the stock market, with panic            
selling days followed by panic buying days. It’s not uncommon to           
see moves of 700+ points in the Dow lately, though. So investor            
complacency is being rocked, and people are looking for safety          
and stability. Gold managed to jump a decent amount in March,           
but silver remained pretty unaffected. Often times gold will lead          
the way and silver will play catch up; so if gold continues to move              
higher, silver shouldn’t be far behind,  

Various bank presidents have voiced concerns in recent days         
about the ending of the Federal Reserve’s QE. Basically the Fed           
had been injecting central bank money into the stock market for           
years, and is now stopping that activity as they think the economy            
is strong enough to stand on its own. Combine that with the            
interest rate hikes on the horizon, and traders are already          
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sounding the alarm that economic slowdown is on the horizon.          
Whether they’re right or wrong, the case for owning silver here is            
still valid. It’s real money, and the value of it can’t be inflated away              
by a central bank, its interest rate can’t be manipulated, and it has             
been considered money longer than any world currency has been          
in existence.  

For those of you who don’t own any silver, times like this are the              
perfect time to buy. Prices are low, demand is low, and the            
equities markets are giving multiple warning signs that things may          
get a little rough going forward. It would be wise to establish your             
position in silver before it becomes a popular investment again.  

You can find great prices from a trusted supplier at Money Metals            
Exchange. 
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Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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